CLASS 1/ HOLIDAY HOMEWORK
ENGLISH & HINDI1. STORY TIME
One is never alone when one is with books. Sitting in your room with your book you
could go off to far-away places meet all kinds of people, animals,birds and even fairies.
What fun! Reading will teach you many new words. You will write better and speak well.
Read books to discover lots of new things!
Read at least two fairy tales each in English and Hindi.
ExamplesEnglish- Cinderella, Snow White
हंद - अलाद न का चराग व अल बाबा और चाल स चोर
Make an attractive stick puppet of your favourite character from any one of the fairy
tales both in Hindi and English.(It will be graded under PBL-Project Based Learning)
Follow –up Activity- worksheet will be uploaded.
2. FUN WITH WORDS-(English)
Make as many 3, 4 or 5 letter words as you can from any one word given below. Place
these words neatly on a cutout and hang them under the beautiful coloured and
decorated cutout of the main word. Admire your creativity being transformed into an
amazingly gorgeous mobile for your class. Choose any one word from the list below. (an
example is illustrated for you). Bring this mobile to school on re-opening.
WORDS
1. BUTTERFLY
5. CHOCOLATE

2 .CAULIFLOWER
3.SUNFLOWER
4. ELEPHANT
6. MILKSHAKE 7. TORTOISE
8. BEAUTIFUL
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Make sentences with the words made in the mobile on a sheet of paper. (A-4 size)
3. It is observed that many children find it difficult to read and comprehend on their own.
Unseen passage practice sheets in Hindi and English are being uploaded for practice.
Children will be assessed for unseen passage in every period.
4. Writing practice to be done on regular basis (2 sentences per day) in both Hindi and
English in rough notebooks under the supervision of parents at home. Neatness of work
and writing within lines with proper strokes, formation and spacing needs to be stressed
upon.
5. Show & TellActivity-Prepare on any one topic for show and tell in English which will be
held in the month of August. The student may talk about any static object - a toy, a
procedure - making of a sandwich, a person – my best friend, picture – family picture,
occasion – festival etc. The examples are for your reference only.
Datefor the same will be intimated later. This activity will be graded under the oratory skill
category (Declamation)
The judgment criteria is
Content
Pronunciation& Clarity of speech
Overall performance and presentation
MATHDo pages- 44 to 46, 44 to 46, 69 to 80 and 93 to 100from the math reader Math Magic.
E.V.S.As the school is organizing a Science Exhibition in September 2018, we are sending a format for
sharing an experiment on the given topic (refer to the table given below)ROLL NUMBERS
TOPICS
1 to 8
AIR
9 to 16
WATER
17 to 24
SUN-HEAT & LIGHT
25 to 36
FOOD
37 to 44/45
SENSE ORGANS
Other topics may also be taken.
The experiment has to be simple which the child can performon his own. The ideas shared by
you will be finalized at our end later and information regarding the work to follow will be given.

A group of children will be working together for the same and it will be marked under group
work of EVS PBL- Project Based Learning.
Please note-Assessments in period 1 will be a regular process. Revise all the work done in class.

